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Abstract: 

In this study we present a combined crystallographic and computational study of a new polymorph 

of N,N′-dimethylurea (DMU) with P21212 space group symmetry, along with a revised theoretical 

study of the previously known phase in its corrected space group (Fdd2). X-ray diffraction studies 

show crystal structures that are very similar, differing only in the relative orientation of the 

hydrogen-bonded molecular chains that are common to both phases. The vibrational spectra were 

obtained from B3LYP hybrid functional lattice dynamics calculations and compared with the 

experimental data for the known phase. The free-energy difference between the forms is derived 

from the Γ-point optical mode frequencies, and amounts to less than 1 kJ mol
−1

 across the 

temperature range of interest. The electronic densities-of-states of both phases are also computed, 

yielding only marginal differences in valence and conduction band compositions and band gap 

widths. Taken together, the results highlight the small but important differences separating the two 

crystal lattices. 
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I. Introduction 

The defining ability of a molecular crystal to adopt more than one packing arrangement is a 

phenomenon of enduring interest in materials science and chemistry.1 The generally weak 

intermolecular interactions often allow for facile molecular rearrangement, and the different polymorphs 

that emerge influence many of the chemical and physical properties of the material,2 such as non-linear 

optical (NLO) activity. However, differences in lattice energies between structures can often differ by 

only a few kJmol-1,3 thus rendering both the rational design (or ‘crystal engineering’) and the theoretical 

study of such materials a challenge. Nevertheless, combined experimental and theoretical studies of 

molecular solids are now quite common in the literature;4-6 their abundance testifies to the potential of 

such approaches to disclose many properties of interest in such materials. The present work falls within 

this broad class of approach, applying X–ray crystallography, Raman spectroscopy and first principles 

calculations to the study of a polymorphic disubstituted urea.    

 

Compounds based on urea possess the ability to form a diverse range of hydrogen-bonded networks 

and constitute an important series of precursors in crystal engineering applications.7-9 Urea in form I 

[see Figure 1(a)] presents a structure in which each molecule donates two hydrogen bonds to the 

carbonyl group of a neighboring unit, forming one-dimensional chains with an intermolecular distance 

of ca. 4.7 Å.10 Neighboring chains alternate in the direction of orientation of their respective carbonyl 

groups, and as a consequence the lattice is non-polar. Symmetrically disubstituted ureas tend to adopt 

the same characteristic packing motif. 8,9, 11-14  

 

The current study focuses upon the compound N,N¢–dimethylurea (DMU), which represents one of 

the simplest examples of a disubstituted unit. Alongside NLO applications, it has been shown to be of 

relevance within a wide variety of scientific and industrial processes (e.g. in membrane transport within 

red blood cells and as a stabilizer in hydrated lubricating oils).15, 16 The first account of the 
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determination of the crystal structure dates back to 1924,17 although this study is not entered in the 

Cambridge Structural Database (CSD).18 Pérez-Folch et al. are generally credited with the first 

structural determination of DMU; their structural refinement assigned it to the Cc space group.19 This 

result was unexpected, for it indicated a polar structure, in contrast with that of the parent compound 

urea [Figure 1(b)]. The authors also attempted a refinement in the Fdd2 space group, but dismissed it on 

the basis that it led to larger thermal parameters and higher R-factors. Various crystallisation techniques 

were applied in an effort to obtain a polymorph with packing more akin to that observed in urea, but 

these were all unsuccessful.19 In fact, the crystalline symmetry of DMU was subsequently reassigned to 

the orthorhombic Fdd2 group by Marsh20 during a survey of the CSD. 

 

Recent work in our laboratory has now led to the discovery of this new polymorph (hereafter denoted 

as ‘phase II’), which should also be considered as a candidate NLO material. In addition to a full set of 

crystallographic details, we also report upon extensive computational studies, the aims of which were to 

determine the difference in free energies of the two polymorphs, to compare the details of their 

electronic structures, and to analyse the solid–state vibrational spectra. This last objective follows on 

from the previous work of Keuleers et al. on phase I within the erroneous Cc space group, in which the 

normal modes of a cluster of 15 molecules surrounded by 6048 point charges were obtained at the 

RHF/6-31++G** level.21 The vibrational frequencies obtained in this fashion were then transformed 

into a symmetry coordinate force field, and subsequently scaled against the experimental data. The 

present theoretical approach differs in that we perform lattice dynamics calculations within full periodic 

boundary conditions employing the B3LYP hybrid density functional,22,23 which has previously been 

shown to provide accurate frequencies without recourse to scaling and at a reasonable computational 

cost.24-26 We also calculate anharmonic corrections for selected C–H and N–H stretching motions. 

 

II. Experimental and Computational Methods 
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i. Sample preparation.  Phase II was first obtained accidentally by means of slow evaporation (~6 

months) from a concentrated solution of DMU in aqueous phosphoric acid (ca 5 M).  Crystals of this 

phase were subsequently identified in samples of DMU purchased directly from Sigma–Aldrich. 

 

ii. X-ray diffraction. Studies of the colorless block-shaped crystals were undertaken using a Bruker–

Smart Apex CCD diffractometer equipped with an Oxford Cryosystems low temperature device 

operating at 150 K, employing Mo–Kα radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å). Data reduction was performed using 

the program SAINT (Bruker Nonius).27 An absorption correction was applied using the multiscan 

procedure program SADABS.28 The structure was solved by direct methods using the SIR9229 package, 

and refined using a full–matrix least squares algorithm against |F|2 in the CRYSTALS program.30 All 

atoms other than hydrogen were refined with anisotropic thermal parameters. Hydrogen atoms were 

placed geometrically and allowed to regularise with respect to Fourier difference peaks. 

 

Crystal Data: 

Phase II C3H8N2O, 150 K, M = 88.11 g/mol, orthorhombic, space group P21212 with a = 4.9790(9), b = 

10.775(2), c = 4.5764(9) Å, Z = 2, V = 245.52(8) Å3, ρcalc = 1.19 g.cm-3, R = 0.048, (Rw = 0.098) for 

395 independent reflections. The crystal selected was a colorless block of dimensions 0.31 × 0.28 × 0.22 

mm. 

 

iii. Theoretical basis. Geometry optimisations and lattice dynamics calculations were performed for 

both the new and previously reported polymorphs of DMU19,20 within the CRYSTAL06 code.31 

Electronic exchange and correlation were included approximately by use of the B3LYP22,23 hybrid 

density functional, while the crystalline orbitals were expanded in terms of standard, atom-centered 6–

311G** Gaussian basis sets.32 The SCF total energy convergence tolerance was set at 10-9 au, while the 
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reciprocal space zone was sampled upon a Monkhorst-Pack mesh with a shrinking factor of 6.33 

Optimizations were pursued to a total energy convergence of 10-9 au, with RMS gradient and 

displacement tolerances of 3´10-5 and 1.2´10-4 au, respectively. The tolerances for individual 

components of the gradients and displacements were set at 1.5 times the respective RMS criterion. The 

harmonic vibrational normal modes of the lattices were obtained at the G–point, for it is at this 

wavevector alone that phonons couple to the electric field of the impinging probe radiation in IR and 

Raman spectroscopies. The mass–weighted Hessian matrix was obtained from the numerical 

differentiation of the analytical gradient with respect to the atomic coordinates. Subsequent 

diagonalisation of this matrix yields the frequencies (i.e. the eigenvalues) and atomic displacement 

patterns (i.e. the eigenvectors) of the normal modes of each lattice. Full details of the method and of the 

influence of the various computational parameters upon the computed frequencies have been presented 

within previous studies.25, 34 

 

The Hessian matrix was determined from a series of separate calculations in which individual atoms 

were translated by distances of 0.003 Å along the Cartesian axes. The filling of the matrix takes 

advantage of the lattice symmetry, so that only an irreducible set of atomic displacements need be 

explicitly considered. In the primitive cells of both phases, this entails shifts in the x–, y– and z–

directions of each of the atoms in the irreducible fragment of a single molecule (i.e. CONHCH3), 

amounting to twenty–four displacements in total. The temperature–dependent harmonic free energies of 

the lattices were then obtained from the set of oscillator frequencies by the usual statistical mechanical 

analysis. We note that this approach neglects not only the dispersions in the optical modes, which are 

expected to be small in a molecular crystal, but also the dispersions in the acoustic modes, which are 

likely to be more substantial. While the missing contributions would be expected to largely cancel in 

considering the difference in the free energies of the two forms, we obtain more quantitative results by 

application of the Debye model,35 parameterized in terms of the densities and bulk moduli of both 
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phases. Since the latter values are unknown, and cannot be readily accessed by the present calculations 

due to the poor representation of weak interactions, we proceed upon the assumption that they are both 

equal to the experimentally determined bulk modulus of phase I urea of 10.8 GPa.36 The density–

dependent specific internal energies of the acoustic motions, U, are obtained as 
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where Sc  is the mean acoustic velocity, and V, the volume occupied by the solid. The acoustic velocity 

is derivable from the bulk modulus and density by application of elasticity theory.  Given the 

experimental densities of the phases, we obtain differences in the internal energies varying from 10-4 to 

10-3 kJmol-1 across the range of temperatures from 20 to 400 K, which can be safely neglected. The 

limitations of this model are however clear, and our future work on polymorphic molecular crystals will 

consider thermodynamic functions obtained from the explicit integration of the phonon dispersion 

curves over the whole Brillouin zone. We note also that vibrational modes involving hydrogen atoms 

are prone to significant anharmonicity. We address this point for the stretching motions by solving a 

series of one–dimensional Schrödinger equations with potentials derived from 6th–order polynomial fits 

to total energies obtained over a range of N–H and C–H bond lengths. Two approaches were utilised for 

the N–H bonds, allowing us to either conserve or break the space group symmetry, whereas the C–H 

bond displacements all preserved the full lattice symmetry, and thereby corresponded to the totally 
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symmetric stretching mode. 

 

Finally, plots of the electronic densities–of–states (DOS) of the two forms were obtained from the 

final density matrices at convergence, and partitioned via the Mulliken method into separate O, C, N, H, 

methyl–C and methyl–H contributions. Twenty bands lying above the Fermi energy were considered in 

these calculations, along with a reasonable range of valence states. In regard to the accuracy of such 

calculations, we note that previous studies have found that the B3LYP method provides band gaps in 

good agreement with experimental values in a wide variety of materials, including molecular crystals,37 

elemental solids, semiconductors and transition metal compounds.38 

 

III. Results and Discussion 

i. Crystal structure. Two previous publications have described the solid state structure of phase I 

DMU;17,19,20 we depict the geometries of the previously known and new phases in Figures 1(b) and 1(c), 

respectively, alongside the phase I structure of urea for direct comparison [Figure 1(a)]. As with phase I 

urea, both phases of DMU feature one–dimensional chains of molecules linked by hydrogen bonding 

along the c-vector. The difference between the two phases of DMU is, however, immediately apparent, 

with the phase II neighboring chains adopting alternating directions, leading to the non–polar lattice that 

is characteristic of symmetrically disubstituted ureas in general, and of urea phase I itself [Figure 1(a)]. 

While for urea the neighboring chains are strictly perpendicular to one another with respect to the a,b-

plane, this is not the case for DMU, where the angle between the chains drops to 70.2° and 89.6° for 

phase I and II, respectively. The addition of the methyl groups has reduced the overall interaction 

between molecules as hydrogen bonding in the a,b-plane is no longer possible, and as a consequence of 

this steric bulk a neighboring molecule no longer sits directly above a carbonyl group. A comparison of 

the experimental and optimised first principles geometries for both polymorphs is presented in Table 1. 

We see that the majority of the calculated structural parameters are consistent with the corresponding 
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experimental values, showing maximum deviations of 2.5 and 1.5% of the latter values in phases I and 

II respectively. However, poorer agreement with experiment is evident in the C–N–C–H dihedral angles 

and in the N–H bond lengths. The former deviations are likely due to the flatness of the potential energy 

surface for the rotation of the methyl groups, while the latter arise out of a combination of the usual 

difficulties encountered in locating H atoms in X–ray diffraction experiments with the fact that our 

calculations pertain only to the athermal limit.  

 

ii. Relative phase stability. Complementing the X–ray diffraction results discussed above, first 

principles calculations offer further insight into the energy scales governing polymorphism in this 

material, and into the relative contribution of internal energy, and vibrational enthalpy and entropy to 

the free energy difference separating the phases. We find that phase II is marginally more stable than 

phase I, but the difference in internal energies amounts to only 0.2 Jmol-1. Incorporating the zero–point 

vibrational contributions derived from the G-point optical modes increases the energy difference to 0.5 

kJmol-1, while the inclusion of the thermal and entropic contributions at a temperature of 20 K leads to a 

free energy difference of 0.4 kJmol-1. We note also that the work done due to the change in the molar 

volumes between the phases, pDV, amounts to only 0.1 Jmol-1 at atmospheric pressure, which may be 

safely neglected. Figure 2 presents the free energy difference DGII–I separating the two phases for 

temperatures in the range from 20 to 400 K. While the difference in the stabilities remains marginal 

across the range, we see that there is a change of sign around 100 K, so that phase II is more stable 

below this value, and phase I above. Taken together, the computed thermodynamical values support the 

suggestion that the phase II polymorph of DMU should be considered a readily accessible structure. 

  

iii. Solid-state vibrational spectra. A comparison of the vibrational frequencies of both forms is of 

interest for any insight it may provide into the variations in intermolecular interaction strengths between 

the polymorphs. First principles phonon calculations are of particular value in this regard, given that 
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they often permit for the direct assignment of the modes obtained from experiment, and can access 

modes that are silent or present with weak intensities in IR or Raman spectra.  Here, the normal modes 

of each phase were obtained from lattice dynamics calculations performed subsequent to accurate 

geometry optimizations. The primitive cells of both polymorphs contain two molecules, and we 

therefore anticipate a total of 84 normal modes in each lattice. Three of these modes correspond to 

acoustic motions, the frequencies of which tend toward zero at the G-point. Moreover, the presence of 

multiple molecules in the cell leads to the existence of modes composed of in-phase and out-of-phase 

combinations of near identical intramolecular motions. The differences in the frequencies of such 

motions constitute the well–known Davydov– or factor group splittings (FGS). Tables 2 and 3 contain 

the 36 frequencies computed for the intramolecular motions, along with the corresponding assignments, 

FGS values, irreducible representations and infra–red and Raman activities. The assignment of the 

modes is not straightforward, and relies upon separate visualisations of the sets of atomic displacement 

patterns. Our assignments for phase I are compared with those reported by Keuleers et al.
21 A similar 

analysis is provided for the low frequency modes in Table 4. However, strong coupling of the internal 

and external motions of the molecules renders the clear assignment of the latter modes difficult, and so 

we report only their symmetries, and IR and Raman activities.   

 

The frequencies calculated for phase I DMU generally overestimate the experimental values,21,39 but 

the average deviation amounts to less than 3%. It is worth reiterating that this accuracy is achieved 

without resort to scaling. In the case of the four low frequency modes for which no experimental 

frequencies were available, comparison was instead made with the values calculated by Keuleers at al.
21 

The agreement between our solid–state frequencies and the values obtained from the earlier cluster 

calculations is less satisfactory. This is a reasonable finding, given that the lack of experimental data in 

this region hindered the cluster calculations, which relied upon scaling to achieve meaningful 

comparisons with the experimental data.  
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Turning now to discuss our assignments of the individual phase I modes, we find that the majority of 

these are in agreement with those made by Keuleers et al.21 Notable differences emerge in just two 

cases. Firstly, the mode at 704 cm-1, which was previously assigned to δ C–O, is now reclassified as δ C-

O coupled to ρas CH3; secondly, the mode at 132 cm-1, previously assigned to purely πas N–H also has 

significant τas N-R character. Keuleers and co-workers21 also ranked the individual components of the 

motion in each mode by their potential energy contribution. We find for the modes we calculate at 

1509.2, 1464.4, 1225.3, 1206.9, 1163.7, 625.8, 153.0 and 138.9 cm-1 that the dominant components 

obtained from our calculations do not match those reported within the earlier study, but were 

nevertheless present as one of the secondary components. Turning to discuss the anharmonic corrections 

computed for the high frequency stretching modes, we find that these amount to –168 and –172 cm-1 for 

the symmetric and asymmetric N–H stretches respectively, and –110 cm-1 for the symmetric C–H 

stretch. It was not possible to treat the various nas C–H motions separately, and so the correction 

obtained for the totally symmetric mode was applied to all of the CH3 stretching modes. The frequencies 

of the ns and nas N–H modes are overestimated by 112–120 cm-1 in the harmonic approximation, while 

application of the anharmonic corrections leads to underestimation of the experimental values by some 

50–60 cm-1. The latter discrepancies are likely due to inaccuracies in the energies obtained from the 

B3LYP functional for stretches of the N–H bonds beyond their equilibrium lengths. Indeed, previous 

studies have shown that an accurate representation of the donor–proton stretching potential in hydrogen 

bonds requires the use of a hybrid functional containing a mixture of Fock exchange in excess of the 

20% applied here.40 Application of the anharmonic corrections to the various n CH modes yields 

frequencies that overestimate experimental values by amounts in the range 30–40 cm-1. We conclude 

that the inclusion of anharmonicity in the donor–proton stretching motions leads to improved agreement 

with experiment in all cases. 
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For comparison, we obtained the solid state Raman frequencies for phase II, but an overlay with those 

obtained for phase I over the range 200-3600 cm-1 showed no appreciable differences within the 

resolution of the spectrometer (2 cm-1). Turning now to the calculated values, we observed only very 

marginal differences between the frequencies and assignments of the normal modes in each phase, in 

keeping with the fact that the two structures differ only in the relative orientations of their hydrogen–

bonded chains. The frequencies in which some deviations between the two phases do occur are the low 

energy modes 713.1, 685.2, 601.4, 159.9, 128.6 and 112.4 cm-1. These differences would often appear to 

be due to the fact that the modes occur in a different order in each phase (e.g. the δ C-O and τas C-N 

modes have frequencies of 713.1 and 685.2 cm-1 respectively in phase II, and 702.7 and 731.8 cm-1 

respectively in phase I).  

 

iv. Electronic structure. The atom–projected densities–of–states (DOS) plots for both polymorphs are 

shown in Figure 3. It is immediately clear that the characters of the upper valence and lower conduction 

bands are very similar in both phases. The uppermost valence band in phase II is narrower and more 

sharply peaked than that of phase I, while the conduction band edge falls at a slightly lower energy in 

phase I. Taking these effects together, we find that the band gaps are of near equal widths, at 5.71eV 

(217 nm) and 6.14eV (202 nm) in phases I and II respectively. These values place the fundamental 

optical absorption of DMU close to the boundary between the UVC and far UV spectral regions. We 

emphasise again that the reliability of the band gaps obtained from the B3LYP Hamiltonian has been 

established by calculations in a wide range of materials.37, 38 The atomic contributions to the valence 

band edge states are in the order N >> C > O > H ≈ me–C ≈ me–H in both phases, while similar 

analyses of the conduction band edges yield a relatively even mixture of C, O, me–H and H states in the 

range from 0–1 eV, with much larger contributions in the order C > O > N > H ≈ me–H in the range 

from 1–2 eV.  
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Useful insights into the electronic structure of the solids are obtained from calculations upon the 

isolated DMU molecule using the same basis set and Hamiltonian. The orbital energies and assignments 

are presented in Table 5, examination of which reveals that they are in general agreement with the 

results of the solid–state calculations. The LUMO is of particular interest, for it consists of N–H s 

antibonding states, stabilised by bonding overlap orthogonal to the N–H bond vectors. We would expect 

that such an orbital would be destabilised by the hydrogen bonding present within the solid phases, 

which explains why there is no corresponding band in the DOS plots of Figure 5. Thus, the comparison 

of the isolated molecule and solid–state calculations allows us to conclude that the dominant excitation 

of the latter corresponds to the transfer of an electron from the N lone pair– to the C=O p antibonding 

states.  

 

Finally, we obtain some insight into the intermolecular interaction strengths from an examination of 

the N–H and H···O Mulliken overlap populations, obtaining values of 0.680 and 0.082e respectively in 

phase I; and 0.682 and 0.086e respectively in phase II. We therefore conclude that the covalent 

contribution to the hydrogen bond interactions is of a similar magnitude in both phases. Moreover, the 

fact that the Mulliken charges on the N, H and O atoms are of similar sizes, at –0.460, +0.284 and –

0.529e respectively in phase I; and –0.458, +0.278 and –0.531e respectively in phase II, suggests that 

there is no appreciable difference in the electrostatic contribution to the hydrogen bond strengths in both 

forms. 

 

 

 

IV. Conclusions 

In summary, a new polymorph of N,N′-dimethylurea (DMU) which possesses many similarities in the 

crystal packing arrangement with the parent urea structure has been found, characterised and compared 
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with a previously known phase by means of an approach combining X–ray crystallography, Raman 

spectroscopy and first principles calculations. The new phase was initially obtained fortuitously by 

crystallization from phosphoric acid solution, but was also identified in a sample of DMU obtained 

directly from the supplier.  

 

The space group symmetry of the new phase suggests that it may possess interesting and 

technologically relevant NLO properties, and we encourage any further characterization of the material 

in this regard. The vibrational spectrum of phase I DMU obtained from first principles lattice dynamics 

calculations in the reassigned Fdd2 space group is in excellent agreement with the previous 

experimental data, and only very marginal differences were apparent on comparison with phase II. 

Moreover, the thermodynamics derived from the G–point vibrational modes indicate that the two phases 

possess similar free energies. The computed electronic densities–of–states plots indicate that there is 

little variation in either the energies or character of the excitations of DMU between the phases. Viewed 

in a wider context, the present work contributes to the number of successful studies of molecular solids 

in which a combined experimental and first principles theoretical approach has been adopted.  
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Table 1. Relevant solid-state calculated and experimental structural parameters (r/Å, Ð/°) for DMU 

phases I (Fdd2 space group) and II (P21212 space group), both with local C2 molecular symmetry. 

Parameter 
Phase I Phase II 

Expt.
20

 Calc. Expt. Calc. 

C–O 1.242(4) 1.250 1.231(3) 1.249 
C–N 1.329(11) 1.358 1.3428(19) 1.3589 

N–CH3 1.443(11) 1.451 1.432(3) 1.450 
N–H 1.080(4) 1.016 0.8925(14) 1.0158 

N···O¢ a 2.868(6) 2.841 2.891(2) 2.868 
N–C–N 117.1(8) 115.8 116.36(19) 115.98 

O–C–N–H -175.4(9) -179.9 -178.3(2) -176.0 
C–N–C–H 180.0(8) 163.8 175.0(2) 171.7 

a O¢ denotes an oxygen atom on a neighbouring molecule 
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Table 2. Calculated harmonic and anharmonic, and experimental21,39 frequencies, w (cm-1), mode 

assignments (IP indicates the in-phase FGS component, OP the out-of-phase component), irreducible 

representations, S, factor group splittings, FGS (cm-1), and infra-red and Raman activities (a=active, 

i=inactive) of the normal modes of the phase I DMU crystal in the Fdd2 space group. 

wharm wanharm wexp Assignment 
a, b, c

 S FGS IR Raman 

3468.7 3300.4 3357 νs N-H OP A2 0.63 i a 
3454.8 3283.0 3335 νas N-H IP B2 0.17 a a 
3130.8 3023.7 2994 νas CH3 IP B2 0.95 a a 
3130.4 3023.3 2994 νs CH3 IP A1 0.12 a a 
3092.7 2985.6 2947 νs CH3 OP A2 7.69 i a 
3088.3 2981.2 2947 νas CH3 OP B1 5.00 a a 
3035.7 2928.6 2904 νs CH3 IP A1 2.40 a a 
3034.1 2927.0 2883 νas CH3 IP B2 4.95 a a 
1653.4  1621 ν C-O IP A1 3.08 a a 
1651.2  1595 δas N-H + νas C-N IP B2 18.59 a a 
1589.8  1542 δs N-H IP A1 0.64 a a 
1537.4  1480 δas CH3 OP B1 12.98 a a 
1530.5  1477 δs CH3 OP A2 15.98 i a 
1509.2  1453 δs CH3 OP A2 21.93 i a 
1503.2  1445 δas CH3 OP B1 14.87 a a 
1464.4  1438 δas CH3 IP B2 3.47 a a 
1458.3  1422 δs CH3 IP A1 4.84 a a 
1311.0  1273 νas C-N + δas N-H IP B2 5.63 a a 
1225.3  1176 νs N-R OP A2 1.20 i a 
1206.9  1138 ρs CH3 IP A1 1.67 a a 
1175.4  1195 ρas CH3 IP B2 3.63 a a 
1163.7  1165 ρas CH3 IP B2 1.57 a a 
1155.6  1117 ρs CH3 OP A2 2.15 i a 
1061.4  1042 νas N-R OP B1 5.44 a a 
955.9  933 νs C-N + ρs CH3 OP A2 1.55 i a 
788.8  776 π C-O OP B1 1.74 a a 
731.8  674 τas C-N IP B2 14.86 a a 
702.7  704 δ C-O + ρas CH3 IP B2 3.87 a a 
625.8  505 d τs C-N OP A2 7.24 i a 
511.2  508 δ NCN OP A2 1.78 i a 
346.7  351 δas N-R IP B2 1.42 a a 
243.6  242 δs N-R OP A2 1.34 i a 
169.1  199 d πs N-H + τs C-N IP A1 2.65 a a 
153.0  136 τas N-R OP B1 1.86 a a 
138.9  132 d πas N-H + τas N-R IP B2 10.59 a a 
125.2  156 d τs N-R + πs N-H IP A1 22.85 a a 

a The attributed assignments correspond to the dominant motion at each frequency; where a mode 
comprises two or more component motions, they are presented in order of decreasing weight. 
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b Intermolecular symmetrically equivalent positions were found based on the operator x+1/4; -y+1/4; 

z+1/4 

c R represents the methyl group. 

d Value calculated by Keuleers et al.
21 
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Table 3. Calculated harmonic and anharmonic frequencies, w (cm-1), mode assignments (IP indicates 

the in-phase FGS component, OP the out-of-phase component), irreducible representations, S, factor 

group splittings, FGS (cm-1), and infra-red and Raman activities (a=active, i=inactive) of the normal 

modes of the phase II DMU crystal.  

wharm wanharm Assignment 
a, b, c

 S FGS IR Raman 

3480.9 3313.1 νs N-H OP B1 1.53 a a 
3466.9 3297.2 νas N-H OP B2 1.16 a a 
3147.1 3039.0 νas CH3 OP B2 3.59 a a 
3146.6 3038.5 νs CH3 IP A 3.08 i a 
3097.2 2989.1 νas CH3 OP B2 1.84 a a 
3095.3 2987.2 νs CH3 OP B1 0.05 a a 
3039.9 2931.8 νas CH3 OP B2 5.63 a a 
3035.7 2927.6 νs CH3 IP A 1.53 i a 
1653.6  δas N-H + νas C-N OP B2 26.90 a a 
1652.7  ν C-O + δs N-H OP B1 4.67 a a 
1584.8  δs N-H OP B1 0.68 a a 
1536.1  δas CH3 IP B3 19.21 a a 
1534.7  δs CH3 OP B1 18.48 a a 
1510.1  δs CH3 OP B1 17.41 a a 
1496.3  δas CH3 IP B3 16.37 a a 
1471.5  δas CH3 IP B3 8.95 a a 
1464.2  δs CH3 OP B1 3.45 a a 
1311.4  νas C-N + δas N-H OP B2 7.80 a a 
1220.1  νs N-R IP A 0.89 i a 
1204.9  ρs CH3 + ν C-O IP A 0.74 i a 
1173.9  ρas CH3 OP B2 6.57 a a 
1164.8  ρas CH3 IP B3 7.60 a a 
1160.6  ρs CH3 OP B1 7.77 a a 
1057.9  νas N-R IP B3 6.24 a a 
953.6  νs C-N + ρs CH3 OP B1 3.59 a a 
785.2  π C-O IP B3 0.40 a a 
713.1  δ C-O + τas C-N OP B2 8.46 a a 
685.2  τas C-N + δ C-O OP B2 10.45 a a 
601.4  τs C-N OP B1 4.92 a a 
514.7  δ NCN OP B1 2.46 a a 
346.7  δas N-R OP B2 1.92 a a 
246.2  δs N-R OP B1 1.28 a a 
184.7  πs N-H OP B1 10.59 a a 
159.9  τas N-R OP B2 10.26 a a 
128.6  πas N-H + τas N-R IP B3 1.67 a a 
112.4  τs N-R IP A 3.98 i a 

a The attributed assignments correspond to the major component at each frequency; where there is 
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strong coupling of modes, the component motions are presented in order of decreasing weight. 

b Intermolecular symmetrically equivalent positions were found based on the operator: -x+1/2; y+1/2; -z 

c R represents the methyl group. 
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Table 4. Frequencies, w (cm-1), irreducible representations, S, and IR and Raman activities (a=active, 

i=inactive) of the low frequency modes in both phases of DMU.  

Phase I Phase II 

w S IR R w S IR R 

117.4 B2 a a 108.8 B1 a a 
115.0 B2 a a 106.6 B3 a a 
114.1 B1 a a 100.7 B1 a a 
102.2 B1 a a 82.7 B3 a a 

90.8 A1 a a 72.3 B2 a a 

87.7 A2 i a 55.4 B3 a a 

62.2 B2 a a 54.8 B2 a a 

60.7 B1 a a 51.1 A i a 

8.1 A2 i a 40.4 A i a 
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Table 5. The energies (eV), irreducible representations within the C2 point group and assignments of the 

uppermost orbitals obtained from a B3LYP calculation upon the isolated DMU molecule. 

Orbital Irrep Energy Assignment 

LUMO+1 B +1.47 N pp + C=O p antibonding 
LUMO A +0.71 N–H s antibonding 
HOMO A –6.67 N pp + small C–H s 

HOMO–1 B –6.80 N pp + O pp 
HOMO–2 B –7.32 N pp + O pp 
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Figure 1. (Colour online) Projections onto the ab–plane of the (a) phase I urea, (b) phase I DMU and 

(c) phase II DMU structures. Note molecules stack via hydrogen bonding along the c-vector to create 

one-dimensional chains; for phase I urea and phase II DMU neighboring chains pack in opposite 

directions, giving rise to non-polar lattices. Neither DMU phases I nor II feature hydrogen bonds in the 

ab-plane.  

 

 

 

(b) 

(c) 
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Figure 2. Plot of the variation of the difference, DGII–I, in the Gibbs free energies of the polymorphs 

with temperature. Solid line shows a 3rd–order polynomial fit to the data. 
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Figure 3. (Colour online) Plots of the variations in the atom–projected densities–of–states, n(E), with 

energy in phases I (solid lines) and II (dashed lines) of DMU. Black, red, blue and green lines 

correspond to C, O, N and H contributions respectively. 
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